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ABSTRACT 
The existence of an isotropic component of the high-latitude radio sky has been rec-
ognized for nearly fifty years, but has typically been assumed to be Galactic in origin. 
We use receut radio observations to test whether the observed 111~;U-j,4L! 
nent could originate within either an extended Galactic halo a more 
compo-
"bubble" 
structure. The lack of polarization from the isotropic component, combined 
with the lack of significant correlation with the Galactic far-infrared emission, rule out 
an origin within the Galaxy. We conclude that origiu the only vi-
alternative for the bulk of the isotropic high~latitude emllSS:lOll. The extragalactic 
,,"Z"'''IJ'Vucc,,< is 2-3 times brighter than local the Galactic 
COIlSis:terlt with a law in frequency with 24.1 2.1 
= - 2.599 0.036 reference frequency 310 MHz. 
Key words. 
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1. iNTRODUCTION 
eX1craga.[actlc radio 
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to estimate the number density and radio CHY';c<,iv;t" of p;allct.Jl.lt" in the universe, as 
well details of the evolution of the radio 
A number of authors have used faint source counts to estimate the contribution of 
unresolved sources to the radio background, consistent results 
surveys 
et aL 
to lower flux limits & 
Gervasi et a1. 2008). Gervasi et a1. 
1984; Windhorst 
collate surveys from 151 to 8440 MHz 
to fit the 01',""0''""''" source contribution to a power 
with 880 28 mK antenna temperature and "nl'rTrlCli index -2.707± 
0.027 evaluated at reference frequency I/o 610 l\IHz. A is 
"PT1"Tf.1VlLV limits of difl'use radio continuum surveys. 
Observational efforts to measure the predicted radio 
been the difficulty of Galactic from excra,galac 
have 
radio 
Galactic emission. the component may be assumed to 
emission must be and must therefore also contain an ,,,,,,trl.nir 
component. While the index of individual radio sources is the total extra-
',kp'rollllrl may include other sources with different spectra, that the 
index the combined is not known a Emission from external 
similar to our own would produce an 
identical to the Galactic spectrum. 
with spectrum 
Turtle et al. (1962) used maps of the "nl~'Tnu index of the diffuse radio 
continuum to estimate the amplitude of the The results 
on the spectrum assumed for the radio For -2.7 correSIPOl1ldirll'!; 
to mean spectrum of observed iJVpUULLIVll,~ of faint sources, the diffuse back-
has 43 13 K at reference 178 MHz. A flatter spectrum 
~2.6 p < -2.4 more & 
Bowman would produce a estimate. As the "hUW""",,, spectrum 
the Galactic spectrum, this method becomes ml'tpl~~pr1TIl ''is,awe,,",,,, temper-
ature bounded the total emission towards the coldest estimated 
as 80 Baldwin to 
36 7 
-2.7. 
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Several authors estimate the radio indirect The continuum 
radio "'UvU'''''J in external !f,alUJ\.let> is correlated with the far~infrared If 
this correlation persists to higher the star formation rate from redshift 
7 to the present provides an estimate for the associated radio emission, ignoring the 
contribution from AGN or other non~thermal sources & Biermann Dwek 
& Ba,rker The estimated contribution of 18 9 K at 178 l'viHz a lower limit 
to total radio ba'ck~~roull>d. 
et al. (2011) usc spatial and spectral to separate high~latitude emission 
into two components. One component is associated with the plane~parallel 
structure of the Galactic disk, and is of Galactic origin. A isotropic comp<r 
nent similar spectrum but not associated with cOlmraoloJy 
of Galactic Ibl depelad'8n{:e or correlations with line emission l1R.HH.HU.1'. 
The isotropic component is consistent with a power law from 22 MHz 
to 10 with amplitude 2,1.1 2.1 K antenna temperature and index 
-2.559 0.036 evaluated at reference Vo 310 MHz to minimize covariance 
between the and index hereafter referred to 
. Evaluated at 408 MHz, the ISO'crODlC conponent has amplitude 11.8 ± 1.0 K. 
The component is than the component for Galactic 
latitudes Ibi 30G , and is also than estimates of the integrated emission from 
faint "1'..tb1<i,,-"Cl.L radio sources. Based only on the and it can 
not be unamlbil~U(msly wgSll:;nE~d to either a Galactic or PYlr.r".D"'J.!,'I.W In this paper, 
for this emission violates 
the best reLHaInmlg 
we present additional to demonstrate that a Galactic 
numerous independent an eXLHiJ.!:ct1aC\;l.C 
2. Tests for Galactic Origin 
The 408 MHz survey is used to model Galactic ,,,rnrlnrr·n.rrm emission. The North 
Galactic has measured temperature 19±3 K csc Ibi fit to the same 
408 MHz map contribution of 
where the mea.sured cap temperature 
ex,ceeds the value 4.0 ± 0.5 K obtained from 
to emission cosmic microwave 
The eXISte:nce of 
results to the 
3 K "l)',lllllCUliU.Y 
the difference can 
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the nv,rn hAIA"'" of the 408 MHz survey et al. 1981; Heuermann et al. 
an a estimate the vAHCL5CHW,"ulG baclqo1;I'OU 
mated as 6 K at 408 MHz, including the 
esti-
and then describe 
the reBidual in terms of disc and halo components. 
the "~'HULa;,i'\ solution is not a different choice for the 
correction would result in a different a'>timate for the Galactic halo contribution. 
The Qntrnlm(' component of the radio exceeds the contribution from the 
a factor of 2~3 at the Galactic We may test models that 
attribute this excess to a radio halo these models to measurements of 
!',Clla)ll";~. Radio observations of edJQ;e-on show modest 
structure more of radio spurs from the disk than a true 
et al. 1991; Irwin et a!. 1999. Galaxies with extended radio 
halos but in all such cases are either 
with a close or harbor a nuclear starburst. Keither to the 
in these the extended halo component contributes much less than the 
vH"",>%U'H from the disc structure et a1. 1992; Duric et al. 
HO; observations of eO:Q;{)-on indicate that atomic line emission extends into the 
radio and can be used to trace radio halo emission & Veilleux 
in the halo contributes 12% of total int<'n"Hv well short of the factor 2-3 
the observed radio NWYH'",rp the Galactic 
cap temperature derived from a lJ"m,,-v<u model and the correlation. 
The }'Hrlrpp'm,>nt. between the two methods can be used to limit the contribution from 
:nn,n,,,·,,,nn of the obtained 
from model to that obtained from the csc Ibl model excludes any 
halo contribution) limits radio emission from the Galactic halo to less than ",,20% of the 
dominant 
limit consistent with 
component. While not a detection of a halo rr>1mr,r.r,pn 
halo contribution observed in normal ~U."'~-VH 
this upper 
The observed level of the an limit on radio syn-
emission from a halo the Galactic disk. The same relativistic 
DI"'f>h'~r>Q that Rvnf'ihr()trrm emission acceleration in the field will also 
of the ambient 
include the microwave h","I«rrn.11 
fields. 
back-
within the additional infrared and 
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so it should be taken here as a strict lower limit to the 11l(1l',11tulL field. find that 
the must be produced in regions where the field exceeds 1 j.lG. 
Me&'3uremeuts of 
field to 
radio halo bright 
rotation 
below 1 j.lG 
limit the halo 
et a1. 2009: Mao et al. 2010). A Galactic 
to produce the observed H'.,U-HU"uelU,," would thus violate 
the observed level of diffuse emission. 
2.2. Synchrotron Bubble 
Could the isotropic component originate within a Galactic structure? Sun et al. 
fit radio and microwave surveys to a three-dimensional model of Galactic syn-
chrotron and free-free emission and conclude that the results 
from local enhancement in the of cosmic ray electrons within 600 
pc of the Solar neighborhood. Evidence a local comes from measurements of 
the radio emission from with a uniform 
mEI.!Htetic field and cosmic ray energy distribution ex: E~P will be polarized 
field with fractional 
The rrequ,en(;y U""jJLWUUCLLG of 
related to the electron energy distribution. 
where antenna temperature, l/ is the radiation "·c.m,c>Y1,"''' 
observed "fJ'CLIULl iudex -2.6 implies a fractional 
and 
emission also 
The 
as is rv 0.7. 
Lllne-·or··sHrm and beam averaging effects will tend to reduce the observed polarization 
by 
tat ion. Sun et a1. 
the 
Probe 
with different electron energy distribution or field orien-
model the field and cosmic ray distribution and compare 
synchrotron emission to \Vilkinson Microwave 
23 GHz. their model 
emission from the Galactic it rWiPr-nrfy!i,rl" 
a factor of 3. 
the 
observed inten-
comes 
Earth 
with a uniform 
mt,ensltv would 
of 
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WMAP observations provide a critical test for any local of the radio excess. 
the differential WMAP data are insensitive to a component of the 
the polarization maps have a well-defined zero level. WMAP data 
are at high that rotation is full-sky 
maps of the linear polarization to compare to the distribution. We fit the seven-
the 
"VMAP 23 GHz polarization data et al. 2011) to the form 
from analysis the within the P06 mask 
and North Polar Spur. To avoid a 
et al. 2007) dominated 
bias from the instrument 
noise, we compute the cross-power 
for aU N unique combinations of the smglt~-v{oar maps and j. We compute 
HEALPIX resolution 16 (Gorski et al. and reI=.ea1cedly fit the amplitude Po 
the axis of the pattern is moved to each of the 3072 centers. All 
orientations yield fitted amplitude Po 9 well below the value. A local 
to the excess would thus fs 0.023 for each 
line 
Galactic 
fL across the full to this extent is observed in the 
aL 
where Ime-C)t-EngJtlt effects are high latitudes would 
ratio of turbulent to ordered HHk!'S"vLR. field more than an order of magnitude 
than obtained by other estimates (Sun et et al. 2007; Miville-Desch€mes 
The limit above depends on a dominated a 
uniform field. Polarization maps limit not dependent on 
the assumed morphology. Aside from the North Polar and similar structures associated 
with known radio the high-latitude WMAP data 
50% of WMAP 23 GHz polarization map P 17 ILK. with 
value P ~ 10 ILK. The 400 ILK ic~,tr,.ni" component identified from unpolarized 
radio surveys must therefore have fraction fs 0.02 over 
the to this extent would 1400 
600 pc extent for 
than 0.4 pc linear extent to a 
enhancement. 
H"',11·"'.,'.,,1e turbulence to this extent wonld have observational 
of the nm-th,prn 
Wolleben 
GHz. At this 
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limited to at most a factor of much less than the factor of 50 to rlP"""»''''''' 
the ,<",trr.n· radio excess, 
2.3. Radio-Far-Infrared Correlation 
Additional evidence a Galactic 
of radio to far-infrared observations. Radio emission from external galax,leb is observed to 
correlate with the far-IR """""'.VH 1992), The ratio of the far-iR to radio intemiitv 
follows a linear relation 
q 
is the radio intensity at 1.4 GHz and the parameter 
FIR 1.26 
captures the dominant contribution to the far-IR flux emission at 60 and 100 
p.m et al. This correlation is not a bolometric relation for a 
a but extends to detailed spatial structure on scales small as a few hundred 
pc & Perault Murphy et al. 2006) to 
Tabatabaei et a1. 2007). 
that emission from our follows this 
of Galactic far-IR emission to infer the associated "'''''-,,'''''' 
et al. 2006; 
we may use observations 
radio emission. \Ve take the 
absolute COBE/DIRBE maps at 60 and 100 p.m and subtract the contributions from Solar 
zodiacal emission (Kelsall et al. and the cosmic infrared 
et a1. to obtain full maps of the Galactic component of far-IR emission. 
the mean FIR/radio ratio 2.3 0.2 observed for local normal gallaxles 
to the absolute of Galactic FIR estimated radio bnghtn(C'ss 
temperature 145 identical to the 147 ± 10 mK 
(1prn.'?¥1 from cosecant fit compare the 
of the H20 MHz survey to the Galactic FIR CUJ''''''UH map to derive the local 
this local correlation to the FIR measured at 
cap to obtain an estimate of the Galactic radio brlgnltness 11 7 35 mK the 
cap, lU(1eDlendellt of 
FIR to radio t::W,'''''IVH 
local normal I',dltlfi,lGi' 
out 
COllsi,;tellt with 
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2.4. Geomagnetic Origin 
Relativistic electrons trapped in the Earth's field emit radiation 
et a!. This emission is both and 
pe,j,KIlJl', near the Earth's equator and to zero at the It measured to 
be than 3 K at 30 MHz and nv"",,'''''' to be much less than 1 mK at 3 GHz et aL 
Peterson & Hower 1963). It therefore is unable to the observed H'",U-"U"' 
3. Discussion 
It is difficult to reconcile the observed emission with an 
within the the bulk of the 
Galactic either that the 
to normal 
to 
unusual in several dif-
ferent n,.."n.n.-ti"" cm'nnJ'lrf'rI unusual 
and unusual 
is unusual in its ratio of the turbulent to components and 
the North Polar 
viewed HHm<:UH'"",.y 
In contra.'lt, a",,,!S',",,,/', 
consistent model with no 
of 
to the component a 
IscreI)arlCl,es between the inferred Galactic nrl~nl>rt,lp" and 
Estimates of the Galactic contribution based 
the with observations external 
on 
well 
on the correlation with mctep·enctellt estimates of Galactic radio emission based 
radio with tracers known to be of Galactic line emission or 
Galactic far-IR The results do not vary slg;mllcamt!y additional tracers are 
The ratio of the Galactic far-IR, tnT""",n" to the Galactic component of fit 
radio HlC,",,""".Y agrees with the correlation observed in external ",U'UA.nco. 
to the ISO'[rODlC component eliminates the 
fraction observed in the "'",n-"e'", 
well-determined map of the Fum'UAAA n.tp,,,,,,!,, 
po!ar!zano·n Is ae]pelH1S on the absolute '.'"~"'N'.J 
therefore uncertain. vVe use 
of 
the frac-
h~~ ~ 
K c~m and the 
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180 o 
Fig. 1. The northern Galactic hemisphere of 408 MHz survey an extended cold region 
Galactic anti-center The coldest regions are consistent with minimal 
anisotropic Galactic emission superposed on isotropic h".<'kOTnt 
much closer to the value 0.2 Is 0.3 observed toward local features 
such North Polar Spur where contribution of the Nr,trl.mr component is much smaller 
Miville-Deschi'mes et 801. 
The exact value of the fractional index used to scale 
the component of the 408 MHz steeper index or 
would further reduce the estimated at 23 
GHz and further increase In 
component increases for extensive 
9 
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K centered at mean temperature 13.55 K. with additional shoulders or SC<;OIluclry 
at temperatures. Based on the the coldest of the 408 
MHz survey is consistent with the superposition of a uniform component Galactic 
or at temperature 13.55 K observed with effective noise 0.54 K per 
additional 2~3 K of Galactic: emission. The noise term inferred from the 
Gaussian width is consistent with the 1 K estimate quoted for the total noise 
in the 408 MHz map (Haslam et 801. The coldest in this 
are consistent with downward noise fluctuations in the radio and are 
not a direct constraint on the mean background int.""cit" 
The inferred from the of temperatures agrees well 
with the derived from 2-dimensional models of Galactic emission et al. 
2011). The coldest of the 408 MHz survey is consistent with temperature 13.55±0.54 
of which an undetermined portion is plus 2~3 K of additional Galactic: 
emisssion Modeling this either the csc Ibl or CII from 
et 801. (2011) estimates of 11.3 1.8 K for the total the 
and 2.9 ± 0.5 K for the Galactic component. in excellent 
from the alone. Estimates for the 
IHClU,OH"'h the 408 MHz data at North or South Galactic 
with the values 
bSlckl~rcllmld derived 
still in statistical and result in a mean value of 14.1 3.4 for the 
from the 408 MHz data. This value includes 
both the CMB and any 
temperature in this 
"'h,mno,"",',," radio r'inYW,l1Ylfj and consistent with the measured 
within the rp,mc·ptl uncertaintiPA'l. 
A similar can be made for other radio surveys. at 22 MHz 
et a1. et 801. 1999; Alvarez et al. 408 MHz (Haslam et al. 
and 1420 MHz (Reich et 801. 2001: Reich & Reich 
coverage at frequencies where Galactic radio emission is srglllIlcanL. 
of the temperature distribution for each of these 
10 
shows 
As with 
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3. Histogram of pixel temperatures over the full sky for low-frequency radio surveys. The 
indicate the estimated U'H~"l',lVLUlU temperature 1 (j each frequency. 
2, the temperature side of the distribution shows a tail of 
variable emission. As C""'C>OllHr; the coldest in each map biases 
the h»,'l<oT()1mn estimate do'wn',val:d since noise fluctuations can lower 
temperature estimate for an individual A true 
lower side of the distribution, which would 
the low tre(luency 
temperature and 
All four ts;cj',HlJlcLL'C;:' 
dro'rmmri would gefler,'tte 
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Table 1. Antenna Temperature In Coldest Sky Patch 
Frequency Temperature Galaxy CMB Residual Fll Model 
2900 
3680 ± 440 770 120 3 2910 ± 460 3630 400 
408 14.2 1.7 2.9 0.5 2.7 8.6 1.8 11.8 LO 
1420 3.28 0.02 2.72 0.45 0.53 0.46 0.05 
17300 K, while the model of Fixsen et a1. evaluated at 22 MHz, predicts 
a radio background of 23300 K. Does this falsify a claimed pvt.r~,(f" background? 
temperature and Several 
the 
must be considered. The first is that both the measured 
model amplitude have non-trivial uncertainties. Including uucertainties, the 
cOlmJ:)ar'isc)ll is thus between the me&'lured temperature 17300 5100 K and the model 
2900 which differ one standard deviation. the 
model does exceed the temperature, while the temperature must contain 
at least 
measured 
Galactic contribution. Does this invalidate the model? Table 1 compares the 
temperature to the Galactic emission model in the coldest of the 
Each map shows a residual after 
emission from the measured temperature of the coldest 
to a power law 
(3 
T 
the eMB and modeled Galactic 
these residuals 
amplitude 18±3 K and index (3 -2.59±0.09 at reference 
310 MHz. The residuals from the coldest patch follow the same index as 
the Fll but with 
The FIl model uses data from the coldest but includes additional data from 
the North and South Galactic where model uncertainties are smaller. This model 
3 parameters temperature. radio and radio from 
60 individual estimates of the eXLUi,!';ti'tiCLIC derived from Galactic model 
U~UH"""''P4UU evaluated rre'qU(mCles. Each of these 60 
individual estimates a nnQ1TIVP residua! Galactic 
6 estimates derived from 22 MHz The FH model combines the 
em"",co."'CO at different rrpnl1"nr'\PQ and different 
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all residuals well within the and offset uncertainties of the individual In~\!-trp'll1 
maps. 
Data from the coldest of the 4 radio surveys yields a smaller 
amplitude than the Fll modeL which includes additional lines of and additional 
surveys where uncertainties in both the Galactic model and survey zero level are smaller. 
the smaller amplitude from the surveys could indicate a more 
LUIHlfUvU"vU spectral dependence, adding additional parameters to account for a 
"""pr>lcnu break or curvature is not statistically justified. we could adjust the 
,w,,,-',,,'W model for a one-sided fit in which the model is bounded to remain at or below the 
individual input values but not allowed to exceed the central value of any input estimate. 
Given the substantial zero-level uncertainties of the various low-frequency radio surveys, 
such one-sided fit would produce biased estimate of the radio background. Sinee all 
of the 60 input values yield non-zero estimates for the background and the 
model yields an acceptable we conclude that model 
rw,·w,rl.·" an adequate statistical description of the data. 
Comparison of the modeled component to the total emission in the cold-
of the radio suffers from the in the absolute 
level of At 3-10 GHz, the well-calibrated 
ARCADE 2 data show a clear residual well in excess of the beam to the 
a1. 2011). At lower both calibration and pickup 
become appreciable. The amplitude of the modeled component becomes com-
vu""'.,, .... to the temperature - 300 K) at ,rpr11"'r\("IPQ near 120 MHz. A survey 
at this frequency would thus minimize the lin""'l!''''' from ground radiation in the an-
~T~~"~J dependence emission from the faintest tenna sidelobes to better constrain the 
of the sky. 
4. Conclusions 
The existence of an F:K.'VL',JVJ •. component of the HII~H··laLI'UUC radio has been 
been assumed to be Galactic in 
the DO'WCT-taw nr,""'W"P£1 in Fixsen et a1. 1) and examine 
/Jv,m:om of a Galactic be 
unusual in or more aspects N\ITI"m'Pfi 
/S'hWA. "" halo or similar the 
to exceed the bn.ghtnJ8ss 
true exterl(iE'd halos 
13 
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An within a more local bubble the solar system near the could 
evade these constraints, but would generate linear which is not 
observed. independent domains could in principle 
emission from local structure, but the ratio of turbulent to ordered 
field exceeds estimates at least an order of In addition. 
observation of fractional polarization within known Galactic structures such 
the North Polar show that any must occur at distances 
than the distance to such structures. 
of the observed synehrotron excess within the would require the 
to deviate from the ratio of radio to far-infrared emission observed in 
external I',"'!dJUet:>. The ratio of radio to far-IR emission within the 'JeLl"','.V. derived from 
fluctuations in the two components, agrees well with the mean value observed 
in external and yields a value for the associated Galactic radio 
emission consistent with that obtained a simple plane-parallel model or correlations with 
other tracers of Galactic emission. The observed high-latitude emission is much 
the observed emission to a Galactic would thus 
either that Galactic emission responsible for the from the 
correlation observed in external that the excess emission 
strnctures smaller than the 50--200 pc scale the FIR/radio 
correlation. As noted the observed excess rules 
out 
the 
origin. 
the observed ",r.tr"mr> component within the inde-
ODHClrVFI,f,]()m,. leaving an the 
to differ from 
to the ,,,r.t.r,()nlr component obviates the need for 
The ratio of disk to halo emission as well 
ratio of Galactic far-IR to radio emission are then near the mean observed for local 
normal also eliminates the need extensive 
We conclude that the component 
is unknown. 
the 
the estimated contribution from known 
the observed 
more than 
"W,,,!,,,,,,, of faint radio sources 
the nh'"'r",,d OVElf-j:,rO(lncmg the 
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J."t'HHU1UKY, under contract with National Aeronautics and Space Administration. We 
(Gorski et 2005). 
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